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Peter Maher

• Pioneer in Laparoscopy

• Leader in Laparoscopy

• Teacher in laparoscopy

• What happened!!!! A LAPAROTOMIST





Laparoscopy Vs. Laparotomy

Level I Data

• Less morbidity

• Less peri-operative complications

• Shorter hospital stay

• Faster recovery & return to work 

• Improved Quality of Life

• Less wound breakdown/complications

• Less risk of hernia

• Less infection

• Less long term adhesions



Laparotomy Laparoscopy







Reproductive outcomes

In symptomatic, fertile women with fibroids: Cumulative pregnancy rate,
pregnancy, and live-birth rates per cycle, and time to first pregnancy and live-
birth are significantly better after laparoscopic. Myomectomy compared with
mini-laparotomy



The 10 cm Fibroid

• Too hard

• Too big

• Not appropriate

• Dangerous

• Why would you

• What about cancer risk



New Pre-operative medical 
management

Making the impossible possible!

Ulipristal Acetate (UPA): Esmya

• A selective progesterone receptor modulator (SPRM or selective PRM)

• TGA approved 5mg Daily 3/12 pre-op

• Evidence for control of heavy menstrual bleeding with fibroids (91%

patients)

• Mean reduction fibroid volume 21%

• Equally effective as GnRh agonist without menopausal side effects





In 2014, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 

recommended that the use of a laparoscopic power 

morcellator be avoided in most patients who undergo 

myomectomy and hysterectomy.



Issues with the FDA Data on Sarcoma 
and morcellation

• The FDA estimated that 1 in 350 women undergoing hysterectomy or myomectomy for the

treatment of myomas is found to have an unsuspected uterine sarcoma.

• The 9 studies, including 1 abstract and 8 articles, were all referral center, single-institution,

retrospective studies that included between 104 and 1429 patients.

• The reports were from 5 countries, spanned several decades, and included varying

histopathologic criteria (e.g., the number of mitoses per high-power field) to define

sarcoma.

• Postmenopausal women were included, and in some women the diagnosis was made

preoperatively, indicating that they were not MIS candidates to begin with and thus

morcellation would not have been performed.

• One study included only morcellation cases, and thus its denominator was different from

the others



Issues with the FDA Data on Sarcoma 
and morcellation

• The studies analyzed by the FDA were not stratified by

risk factors for sarcoma & were not necessarily

performed in women of reproductive age with

presumed benign leiomyomas

• Risk-benefit ratio of morcellation must also consider

the implications of alternative surgical options i.e.

laparotomy



• Of 102,144 in study: 69955 (laparotomy) & 32,805 (laparoscopy)

between 2009-2013

• Incidence Unsuspected uterine malignancy (UUM) excluding

endometrial cancer in laparotomy group 0.15% and 0.07% in

laparoscopy group

• 3 –year survival rate laparotomy group 91.5% and 93.8% in

laparoscopy group

• No difference in survival rates between the laparoscopic and

laparotomy myomectomy groups in presence of a uterine malignancy

(with or without endometrial cancer in analysis)



Is in-bag morcellation protective?

• No definitive evidence of protection

• Tissue spillage in 9.2-33% despite visually intact bags

• Spread cancer cells at time of incision fibroid?

Scalpel 
morcellation

Power morcellation



Is open myomectomy protective in sarcoma?

NO!!!

• Evidence of micro-spillage of myoma cells after conventional open 

myomectomy

• Peritoneal washings at start of operation: all negative

• 3/5 Peritoneal washings after resection myoma positive for myoma cells 



Monash protocol

• If pre-menopausal

• No rapid myoma growth in short time

• Normal histopathology on endometrial sampling (

Hyst D&C/pipelle) if abnormal uterine bleeding

• Normal LDH (optional)

• No suspicious features on COGU specialist scan or MRI



Monash protocol

Risk malignancy in our unit 1:700

Patient counseling

Accredited consultants within the unit to use Power morcellator

Critical factor to do this surgery is training and case load. 



Training is Key 

• “One becomes a beginner after 1000 days of training and an 

expert after 10,000 days of practice”Masutatsu Oyama



Conclusion

• Laparoscopic myomectomy (for the 10cm fibroid) in young

fertile woman or those wishing to preserve uterus should be

offered

• Thousands more women benefit from minimally invasive

surgery

• Patient workup and counselling is key

• Other modalities for morcellation available

• Units encouraged to do audit on incidence sarcoma specific

to their population









Dear Colleagues,

My esteemed opponent will argue: laparotomy easier

and safer

If he had kept this mindset, he would never have been

the pioneer we know!

We don’t want to be the pioneers who circle the

wagons when things seem too hard




